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About This Game

Ricerca (ri-cher-ka), which in Italian means “search,” is an animated installation experience. In it, we follow a bicyclist
searching through different memories and worlds to find something he has lost over time.

This film was originally experienced on 5 different projection screens in an art gallery space with custom-designed 8 channel
surround sound, and has since then been re-created virtually in order to showcase the art installation experience to more people

with ease. Created by artist animator Yo-Yo Lin, Ricerca is a media installation that combines the virtues of cinematic
storytelling with that of installation art, an experience designed to tell compelling stories in a more intimate format.

Ricerca pushes boundaries in storytelling by creating a cinematic experience every viewer will experience and interpret
differently by how they move around in space. The installation beckons viewers to physically move in and around the animated

film and explore the three-dimensional soundscape in the room, giving viewers the ability to develop a highly personal
relationship with the film and go on their own self-search through time.

"Ricerca VR" is itself its own unique experience- instead of being in a room with other viewers, one goes on their own
meditative journey in solitude. Just as in the physical art installation, the entire experience loops over after 12 minutes, giving
the viewer opportunities to ruminate over the experience many times. The narrative is structured to have no clear beginning or

end, drawing from the director’s Buddhist beliefs of reincarnation and flow of karmic energy.

The sound design and musical score come together to create a directed experience in 360 space, allowing viewers to effectively
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follow a narrative on five screens by following certain hard sounds in different parts of the room. While there are directional
sounds present to tell the viewer where to look, ambient sounds are spread throughout the room to create an immersive world

for the viewer themselves to explore freely. Using Two Big Ear's 3Dception, our team effectively re-created our soundscape for
Ricerca VR.

While Ricerca VR is no game, it presents an interesting idea of how art installations can live on in virtual space, changing our
perception of a temporal-based medium into one that has the potential to live on in a digital afterlife. Ricerca VR asks the

questions, how will virtual reality be used to archive and distribute art? Will a virtual gallery system appear as the line between
art and technology continue to be blurred? How can we foster the human experience that is integral in art-viewing with a

medium like virtual reality? We hope Ricerca VR is a start to answering these questions.

Yo-Yo Lin- Director and Animator
Will Cherry- Producer

Michael Matchen- Composer
Elle Callahan- Sound Design
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Great, but i had some inconveniences with user interface.. Following right after the cliffhanger ending of the previous episode
Sol concludes the Space Pilgrim saga and ties up many plot points left open in the preceding games: I won't spoil anything, let's
just say you'll have to find a way out of your predicament and will then take part in a mission that might have serious political
consequences in the game's world.
This time you'll find a pretty engaging story, decent puzzles and a quite captivating final section: it's still a simple game at its
heart but one that functions well.

PROS:

-decent soundtrack

-while not winning any points for originality the story is interesting and enjoyable

-the final mission is well done, sees many characters taking an active part in it and provides a good closure

-there's finally a pretty competent attempt at giving the characters some depth

-fairly good puzzles

-good length at 2,5\/3 hours

CONS:

-I honestly fail to see any "key decisions" as stated in the store, the only decision I was faced with only

affected two minor characters and, even then, there was little difference overall

-the overall narrative works well enough, but there's really nothing new and you'll find quite a few cliches

-one of the romance options feels ham-fisted at best

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=644421722

The whole saga finally comes at an end with Episode IV, and does so quite well: considering the overall simplicity of the game I
can safely say there's still quite much to enjoy and a good amount of content to be found.

The story is still quite straightforward and nothing you havn't seen before, but it works and the situations you and your allies will
face give a good amount of momentum to the whole story. The puzzles are decent and generally not too challenging, but they all
make sense in their context. The final closure wass good and satisfying, both for Pilgrim as a character and the whole universe
the game is set in.

The game is still linear though, and the flaunted "decisions" aren't really there or make much difference: at least this time we get
a bit of character depth though.

There's alot to like both in Episode IV and the saga as a whole if you're ok with its simplicity both in story and gameplay: for its
price it's a good amount of fun.. crashes everytime i play. CAN'T PASS THE FIRST LEVEL (OR IS THAT EVEN A LEVEL).
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10/10. fun game with a great artstyle. really good to see the dev still working to fix issues.. To add the costumes and all else you
need to go to steam and find the CD KEYS.
Then either in Ubi Launcher or in the game Activate product \/Redeem Code.
Then just put in the CD KEY(S).
Do this for each key \/ DLC.. While I didn't come across anything game breaking, Redneck Racers is increadably bland. It's as
basic of a arcade racer as you can get and not really worth playing for an extended period of time. Check out my vid on it if you
are looking for more information about it.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=oajWSLYMQJc. Nice little wave shooter, got on sale for 90% off and it was worth it at
that price not so sure at full $9 price though.
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This is a quick to pick up and play brick breaker esque game for fans of the genre. It adds some fun new gameplay twists to the
whole premise which keep the player interested in it overall. I would say its a buy if you like this type of game.. Just because it
still seems to be an issue with Negative Reviews.

Great Items but their use depends on your Play Style

In the First Bunker at that Very Beginning of the Game, The Items are in the Trunk.. Pay2Win confirmed.. A lovely twist on the
traditional co-op platformer. While it has a single player mode, I wouldn't recommend it, co-op is where this game shines. While
enjoyable, there are a few niggling problems that keep the game from being perfect. The controls are, at times, sluggish. This
makes some of the more precise puzzles a bit challenging to complete and can cause them to feel tedious at times.
Overall a great game with a few kinks that one hopes can be worked out in future updates. 3.5\/5. This is a VR FPS game built
for Virtual Reality. You embark on missions, where the aim is to kill robots whilst avoiding their oncoming bullets, avoiding
bullets by dodging, ducking and even climbing. There are different control options including arm swinging or trackpad swipe
movement. The game is well designed and along the way you meet more robots that look like friendly scientists, whom you can
apparently shoot for extra points, despite the fact that they are friendly towards the player. The difficulty increases throughout
the game, with the number of enemies increasing and the introduction of different robot types such as spiders and drones. You
progress is automatically saved at checkpoints along the way, and there are also leader-boards which adds a competitive element
to the game. This is a good FPS, but I think that improvements still need to be made for it to meet the standards of other similar
FPS games that are available. This is understandable though as the game is still in early access. The improvements that I would
suggest would be to add some music, improve the sound effects, to maybe offer a different movement option as although I
found that the trackpad motion works well, it is still not my preferred method of motion as it can slow down the ability to reload
your guns at times. The controls can also be a little tricky at times, for example when using the two handed gun and in the initial
tutorial whereby you are required to climb. An initial backstory might also be nice to give the player a more solid understanding
and motivation to complete their objective. Some interaction with the friendly scientist characters would also be cool. It could
also add a co-op option and different difficulty levels to give the game more variety and replay value. The price point may be
slightly high at this stage considering the improvements needed in the game.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DTGC8HPm8Q. I was looking forward to playing Darknet since before I bought my Vive
last year. An hour and a half into the game, I'm still excited about it, and the scope and content of Darknet seems to exceed your
run of the mill VR titles, despite the superficial simplicity of the gameplay.

Currently only a few bugs with controllers registering as pointing at buttons and a lack of support for seated position is bringing
it down, but compared to most other games, I the polish is great. You can feel that the game was designed with using your head
as your pointer in the menus, and I hope we get the option to toggle to headpointing or something.. Pretty great so far! Really
good sense of style, both in terms of visual presentation and the sound throughout. Core gameplay loop doesn't sound like much
at first, but it's surprisingly addictive! Runs can take anywhere from 1 to 10 minutes plus, so it can work quite nicely as
something to play while you're waiting for your teammates to die in PUBG, for example. Great variety in terms of maps, cars
and weapons, all of which make for pretty drastic changes in how the game plays out. The only real criticism I have is that it
could use a few more enemy and Mod options - that's pretty much it!. 420/69 best game goty
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. I get all of the expansions for this as I own the Season Pass. It's the way to go. The expansions add a degree of challenge to the
game, more levels, and a little different gameplay. No regrets, would buy the Season Pass again for quality content.
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